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A TeNdermaN is a crew member of a fishing vessel, someone  
 constantly exposed to elemental forces. In The Dark Set, the  
  tenderman is a character from another time – a worker from  
   a lost resource culture, a fiercely independent Everyman. 

The poems in the collection are a conversation, set on the deck of a 
freighter in the mist, set in an emptied town, a give and take between 
the tenderman and the author. Here much of the modern world, 
with all its conundrums, is considered, and masculinity, history and 
power are cracked open. There is a wry acknowledgement of the 
layers of our culture that brightens this elegant collection, a sense 
of humour at the human plight that buoys you even as the colours 
of the coast dissolve into the colours of the sea.
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“Tim Bowling is one of Canada’s greatest living poets.”
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“Bowling’s command of language is effortlessly beautiful;  
part of the brilliance of the novel is in the way it  

prompts you to consider your own engagement as a reader.”
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“Tim Bowling is a Canadian poet with extravagant gifts  
of association, high-powered technical dexterity, and a rich 

effortless voice all his own.”
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The tenderman is a character from another time, a worker in a lost resource culture, who is both a breathing artefact of a rough-edged, wilder 
past and a representative of uncomfortable human traits that rise out of ignorance and a failure of empathy. Sometimes he is admirable in his hunger for 
freedom and his resistance to systems; sometimes he is disturbing in his adherence to an outdated code of primal responses to necessary change. Always, 
however, he is my way of wrestling with my own conflicted feelings about masculinity, history, citizenship and power. The division between us is wide, 
but he is a kind of shadow-brother, a solitary visitor from a world North America repeatedly tries, and fails, to leave behind.The tenderman is 
a character from another time, a worker in a lost resource culture, who is both a breathing artefact of a rough-edged, wilder past and a representative of 
uncomfortable human traits that rise out of ignorance and a failure of empathy. Sometimes he is admirable in his hunger for freedom and his resistance 
to systems; sometimes he is disturbing in his adherence to an outdated code of primal responses to necessary change. Always, however, he is my way of 
wrestling with my own conflicted feelings about masculinity, history, citizenship and power. The division between us is wide, but he is a kind of shadow-
brother, a solitary visitor from a world North America repeatedly tries, and fails, to leave behind. The tenderman is a character from another 
time, a worker in a lost resource culture, who is both a breathing artefact of a rough-edged, wilder past and a representative of uncomfortable human 
traits that rise out of ignorance and a failure of empathy. Sometimes he is admirable in his hunger for freedom and his resistance to systems; sometimes 
he is disturbing in his adherence to an outdated code of primal responses to necessary change. Always, however, he is my way of wrestling with my own 
conflicted feelings about masculinity, history, citizenship and power. The division between us is wide, but he is a kind of shadow-brother, a solitary 
visitor from a world North America repeatedly tries, and fails, to leave behind. The tenderman is a character from another time, a worker in a 
lost resource culture, who is both a breathing artefact of a rough-edged, wilder past and a representative of uncomfortable human traits that rise out of 
ignorance and a failure of empathy. Sometimes he is admirable in his hunger for freedom and his resistance to systems; sometimes he is disturbing in 
his adherence to an outdated code of primal responses to necessary change. Always, however, he is my way of wrestling with my own conflicted feelings 
about masculinity, history, citizenship and power. The division between us is wide, but he is a kind of shadow-brother, a solitary visitor from a world 
North America repeatedly tries, and fails, to leave behind. The tenderman is a character from another time, a worker in a lost resource culture, 
who is both a breathing artefact of a rough-edged, wilder past and a representative of uncomfortable 
human traits that rise out of ignorance and a failure of empathy. Sometimes he is admirable in his 
hunger for freedom and his resistance to systems; sometimes he is disturbing in his adherence to an 
outdated code of primal responses to necessary change. Always, however, he is my way of wrestling 
with my own conflicted feelings about masculinity, history, citizenship and power. The division 
between us is wide, but he is a kind of shadow-brother, a solitary visitor from a world North America 
repeatedly tries, and fails, to leave behind. The tenderman is a character from another 
time, a worker in a lost resource culture, who is both a breathing artefact of a rough-edged, wilder past 
and a representative of uncomfortable human traits that rise out of ignorance and a failure of empathy. 
Sometimes he is admirable in his hunger for freedom and his resistance to systems; sometimes 
he is disturbing in his adherence to an outdated code of primal responses to necessary change. Always, 
however, he is my way of wrestling with my own conflicted feelings about masculinity, history, citizenship 
and power. The division between us is wide, but he is a kind of shadow-brother, a solitary visitor from 
a world North America repeatedly tries, and fails, to leave behind.The tenderman is a character 
from another time, a worker in a lost resource culture, who is both a breathing artefact of a rough-
edged, wilder past and a representative of uncomfortable human traits that rise out of ignorance and 
a failure of empathy. Sometimes he is admirable in his hunger for freedom and his resistance to systems; 
sometimes he is disturbing in his adherence to an outdated code of primal responses to necessary 
change. Always, however, he is my way of wrestling with my own conflicted feelings about masculinity, 
history, citizenship and power. The division between us is wide, but he is a kind of shadow-brother, a solitary visitor from a world North America repeatedly 
tries, and fails, to leave behind. The tenderman is a character from another time, a worker in a lost resource culture, who is both a breathing 
artefact of a rough-edged, wilder past and a representative of uncomfortable human traits that rise out of ignorance and a failure of empathy. Sometimes he 
is admirable in his hunger for freedom and his resistance to systems; sometimes he is disturbing in his adherence to an outdated code of primal responses 
to necessary change. Always, however, he is my way of wrestling with my own conflicted feelings about masculinity, history, citizenship and power. The 
division between us is wide, but he is a kind of shadow-brother, a solitary visitor from a world North America repeatedly tries, and fails, to leave behind. 

The tenderman is a character 
from another time, a worker in a lost 

resource culture, who is both a breathing 
artefact of a rough-edged, wilder past 

and a representative of uncomfortable 
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is admirable in his hunger for freedom 
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he is disturbing in his adherence to an 
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from a world North America repeatedly 

tries, and fails, to leave behind. 
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    for all those still fighting to 

win basic workers’ rights
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The Dark Set   |  11

Prince Rupert

Everyone doubts you exist, tenderman, a western human in the prime 
of life

who’s never tapped a keyboard let alone sent a text.
Everyone assumes you’re fiction.
But I have your contact information.

A hundred hectares in from a thousand fathoms deep
your campfire the chewed salmon f lesh in a grizzly’s maw 
your eyes bored out of the darkness by ravens of rain. 
At our last reunion, in a bar in a dingy town named for dead royalty
who never even approached a river without a coxswain for guide,
we spoke in hushed tones of a childhood more full of salmon
than Custer’s corpse of arrows, how the tug of life in our wrists 
dowsered the horizons without fail for water, how our fathers
outlasted the herons at stillness. As always, you paid the bill.

But that time, tenderman, when you walked through ravens’ breath
into the woods, I blinked and rubbed my eyes, afraid
the world had worn me down at last and I had only dreamed 
your presence and lied about your past. I’m sorry.
We were boys together in great beauty
under skies and over water whose shifting power 
bound us to our kind across millennia. Tenderman, 
touch the blood in your wrist. The blood in mine has written this letter.
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In the Spirit of Cicero

No happiness is possible without solitude.

I have broken from the peloton for the climb into the hills, except
the hills are an island in a river changing gears, the oils and silts 
sliding past a clenched fist that clutches for some accretion 
to keep a portion of the mountains from the sea.
No one rises to the challenge. I’m alone
with the high Italian air, the years I can’t get back, 
neither in the mind nor in the heart and limbs.
Out of camera range, the crowd’s applause,
no sponsor but a rotted totem pole whose rain-pitted faces
watch me row my heavy wheel out of the world
to face my aging aspirant’s f laws and secure whatever graces
the current, stars, air might bring 
to ask and ask again,
what in this lust for solitude is real?
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Examining the Unexamined Life

What comfort, tenderman, from the silence, the stars, the river, the fish – 
if any?

From all that isn’t human, what joy? When I strip away the pretensions
and you strip the clothes from your body
and we stand in the same summer on the same tide
who is more alive – if either?

Born in the same soil from a similar seed
whose crown does the sunlight touch and where do the singers alight?
This is not in jest. I need to know. You have taken more life
and been more cruel – I have watched the world and stood aside
but when the smell of the river rises to the scud across the moon
who feels it more deeply, who is most alive?

Consciousness of pleasure heightens pleasure? Ask the wasted groom
about the body of the bride; ask the bride who didn’t sip the champagne 
about the sky above the bower, how the clouds darkened and the light 

changed;
ask me who translates with brutal efficiency every sensation to memory
five fathoms of youth to a legend without a people.

But tenderman, you’re still there, mud-splattered Buddhist without 
scruple

attentive to a present you piss on, Zen about the world you’ve lost.
Whose way is better? The heron doesn’t ask the sturgeon. 
The coho doesn’t ask the raven.
Just my luck – in two thousand years of literature 
to be the only character to envy the life of his doppelgänger.
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Even If You Have Nowhere to Go

The atoms of the body whirl. 
Even if you have nowhere to go
you go. Migrants from childhood
each and all. Tenderman, 
we’re travelling in stasis and we’re travelling fast,
whole mountains broken in our bloodstreams and
rushing us to the salt of the sea. Exile?
If it is a condition of loss forced by external circumstance
I have no country that can be found on any map. 
I am on the deck of this freighter in the mist
clutching an infant in my arms. Today
I had absolutely nowhere to go – future, past
or whirling present – but tenderman, I went.
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The Voices of Tired, 
Working Men over Water

The voices of tired working men over water – I used to fall asleep to them. 
Now it’s the snapping of the fan belt of the inner voice and sirens 
screaming to tragedy that constitute my lullaby. Still, on a rare night, 
memory lifts the cadence not the language from the murk – the sound 
of sense, a poet called it, when we know the words by the music of them. 
You can hear gratitude if you listen. And love. Even if the phrasing’s 

coarse.
Who else but the past is it possible to thank, tenderman,
when the city drags its anchor up and we wake to the birdsong of the 

dead 
in echoes gently rehearsing everything they have ever learned
of the nature of salmon and the behaviour of the tides?
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Hobby

Ship in a bottle? We had a town in a bottle
except the glass was black and wet
and you had to be in to see in
and you couldn’t see out
not with your eyes or your dreams
the pain-clouded and the futile
broken before conceived
a little town in the hand of a god
who’s drinking so fast to empty the bottle
to clear the glass to house his creation
that he crushes it and mixes it with blood
and cries over what he’s done:
that was our town, our river, the people 
looking out at the salmon furiously looking in.
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Anatomy

How many bones in the human hand, tenderman? Your human hand?
Whatever it’s done, it’s human – f lesh, nerve, bone.
Very possibly broken. In a wave or a fist, in scars or caress
pointing always at time without reference to a face.

Take a guess. Use one to calculate the other – yes,
as I use you, my mind over the bones of your life,
to tear, to gesture, finally to hold, as I hold my child’s
or my own.

Whatever it’s done, however many bones,
I see your hand in consort with the other
moonlit prehistoric and not even born
lifting with such intricate attention . . . 
no, not yours, tenderman, but mine,
lifting again from the net and 
the depthless river finally to hold 
my father’s skeleton.
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